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Multifractal Nature of Diesel Engine Rattle Noise in Vehicle
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The investigation results of the emission of noises accompanying the diesel engine powertrain running
in unloaded condition at low or idle speed, are presented in the hereby paper. The multifractal nature of
the tested signals was confirmed by means of two groups of parameters. The proposed local parameters
are based on the distribution of the probability density of measures, segregated into subsets according
to pointwise Holder exponents. The obtained spectra constitute a set of multifractal measures related
to singularities representing the local scaling of measures in various points of the time series. Global
parameters were defined on the basis of multifractal measures of the parametrised Renyi’s entropy. These
are properties treating summarily the whole spectrum of the emitted noise and reflecting changes of the
vibroacoustic energy levels generated by noise sources. The tests encompassing simultaneous application
of both groups of parameters confirmed their efficiency in the comparative analysis as well as in the
subjective assessment of the noise level generated in the drive system of vehicles with diesel engines. This
opens new possibilities within the simulation range of vehicle noises, for the needs of constructing the
passive and active reduction systems of the effects of the vibroacoustic energy propagation.
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1. Introduction

The complexity of the input-output relation be-
tween the noise source and the point of its recording
constitutes a serious problem from the point of view
of the model based vibroacoustic diagnostics (Batko
et al., 2005; 2008). More and more advanced sys-
tems of computer recording and analysis allow non-
analytical modelling, realised on the basis of sig-
nals’ observations (Dąbrowski, 1992; Dąbrowski,
Dziurdź, 2016; Dziurdź, 2013). The selection of the
proper mathematical formalism, taking into account
non-linearity, non-stationarity, as well as the arbitrary
randomness of effects related to the vibroacoustic en-
ergy propagation, is the condition of the diagnostic
model identification. This idea allows finding informa-
tion, which cannot be obtained by means of the classic
linear methods with a random forcing of the Gaussian
form. Such formalism leads – in turn – to the neces-
sity of selecting and optimising of the algorithm. These
requirements are satisfied by analyses of time series
based on the fractal theory. The most often utilised al-
gorithms are based on the direct analysis of the system
phase trajectory and on complexity measures such as

Lyapunov exponent, entropy, or multifractal measure
(Puchalski, 2015; Puchalski, Komorska, 2014).

The characteristics of engines and machines as
sources of emitting noises is based on information com-
prising the acoustic power and pressure level. The ad-
vanced methods of time-frequency analysis encompass-
ing calculations of noise emissions in different spec-
trum bands are required for assessing the tested noise
level, for performing the comparative analysis under
arbitrary, real acoustic conditions, as well as for de-
velopment of the noise reduction systems. The results
of investigations of the vibroacoustic energy generated
by the internal combustion engines were published in
several papers: (Burdzik, Konieczny, 2011; Cheer,
Elliott, 2015; Elliott, 2010; Konieczny et al.,
2015; Komorska, Puchalski, 2013; 2015).

The noise is a primary Noise, vibration, and harsh-
ness (NVH) issue for automotive drivetrains. It is also
important in the timing gears and the gears used to
transmit torque to drive the accessories such as the
fuel pump, oil pump, or air compressor in the diesel en-
gine. The engine transmits non-uniform torques from
the cranktrain to the powertrain and the geartrain and
that causes the gear rattle noise related to the en-
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gine firing frequency (Qianfan, 2013; Sobecki, 2014;
Szadkowski, 1991).

The noise generated by the different components
and mechanisms in the powertrain and geartrain play
a significant role in determining the quality of the over-
all vehicle noise. The irregular rotation of the combus-
tion engine cause comfort-reducing gear rattle. A gear
rattle noise is caused by the consecutive tooth impacts
resulting from the gearbox clearance and torque pul-
sation through the gear system. It is assumed that
the main reasons for the increase of this kind of
noise are mechanical forces generated in the gearbox
mesh, when either the fuel injection is not properly
adjusted or the damping of torsional vibrations by
the clutch is wrong. The factors that affect the noise
level include the backlash of the gears, drag torque on
the driven gear, oil level, and oil viscosity. A rattle
noise accompanying the engine operation at the cou-
pled gear is weakening in the moment of gear uncou-
pling.

Impacts occur with greater intensity on diesel en-
gine vehicles, because the torque irregularities are in-
creased due to the way of the fuel ignition. These prob-

a)

b)

Fig. 1. Vehicle diesel engine noise: a) low rattle, b) high-excessive rattle.

a)

b)

Fig. 2. Spectra of vehicle diesel engine noise: a) low rattle, b) high-excessive rattle.

lems could be solved by adopting devices such as dou-
ble mass flywheels or multistage clutches and reducing
gears’ backlashes. Also oil used for lubrication of gears,
acting as a damper, gives a positive contribution in re-
ducing the above noises induced by impacts. Due to
the trends towards down speeding and downsizing in
engines, sound quality of automobiles greatly affected
by gear rattle is still a problem.

The analysis of the emission of noises accompa-
nying the diesel engine gearbox running in neutral
condition with idle or low speed (i.e., idle rattle), is
presented in this paper. The aim and scope of the pre-
sented research was to describe the sounds produced
by these phenomena and investigate the feasibility of
a multifractal analysis for gear rattle metric in trans-
mission gears due to tooth impacts under unloaded
conditions.

Noise signal of a four cylinder engine with five-
speed manual transmission of a front wheel drive auto-
mobile was examined, with focus on the gear idle rattle
problem. The examples of time series from an online
sound database and calculated spectra are shown, re-
spectively, in Figs. 1 and 2.
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In both spectra there is a component related to
the engine ignition frequency (about 30 Hz) and its
harmonics. It dominates in the case of “low idle rattle”,
whereas impulsive, broadband features can be seen in
the case of “high idle rattle” which is dominated by
gear-related components, modulated by output shaft
speed (about 7.5 Hz).

2. Preliminaries

Treating the tested object as a complex system of
non-linear and non-stationary properties, the possibil-
ity of describing its dynamics based on experimental
data in the multifractal domain was assumed. The in-
vestigation results based on box dimensions were pre-
sented. The curve dimension being the diagram of the
discussed signal was assumed as the fractal dimension.
The fractal dimension of the time series D describes its
fuzziness degree. If L is a minimal number of wheels
of diameter ε, covering the given time series, then:
L ∝ ε−D. From there:

D = lim
ε→0

− lgL
lg(ε) . (1)

Selfsimilar time series or time series indicating self-
similarity properties, after integration, are described
by the fractal dimensions D, corresponding to Hurst
exponents H for various scaling ranges, according to:
D = 2−H (Butar, Kale, 2011; Hurst, 1951). The
multifractal detrended fluctuations analysis MF-DFA
(Kantelhardt, 2011), based on the trend elimination
from the tested N -samples time series, was used for the
determination of Hurst exponents of the recorded data.
This procedure was realised in the algorithm, leading
to the determination of the power dependency of the q
order fluctuation:

Fq(s) ∼ sH(q), (2)

where H(q) is the generalised Hurst exponent.
A statistically reliable estimation of H(q) coeffi-

cients requires the scale range selection within bound-
aries s ∈ (10, N/4). For monofractals exponent H(q) =
const. Fluctuation curves Fq(s), determined in the ex-
periment in two-logarithmic scale, allow to determine
Hurst exponents and fractal dimensions in scale ranges
of various characters of the signals’ autocorrelation.
The performed investigations confirmed that the frac-
tal exponents present the properties’ evolution of the
complex dynamic system, as the maintenance time
function. The knowledge of the singular fractal dimen-
sion is not enough for the total characteristic of the
tested signal, since it is the average information re-
lated to the analysed scale range. In order to describe
the dynamics of the system consisting of several inter-
twined fractals of various dimensions, the dimensions’
spectrum, called the multifractal spectrum, should be

considered. The irregularity measure, which ascribes
weights to its individual parts, should be assumed for
each point of the time series. The spectrum obtained
due to segmentation can be treated as the multifrac-
tal dimension related to singularity representing the
local measure scaling in various places of the time se-
ries. H(q) exponent for multifractals is a decreasing
function. For negative values of q order, the gener-
alised Hurst exponent describes scaling properties in
segments of a low fluctuation level. On the contrary, if
we consider positive values of q order, the segments of
high variances values will shape the fluctuation func-
tion. Knowledge of the generalised Hurst exponent al-
lows to determine the generalised multiscale exponent:
τ(q) = qH(q)−1. The proposed local parameters of the
signal are based on the probability density distribution
of measures segregated into subsets according to point
values of the Holder regularity exponents: h = d

dq τ(q).
Dimensions of the singularity subsets are determined
by the multifractal spectrum f(h), obtained from the
multiscale exponents as the Legendre’s transformation.

f(h) = qh− τ(q). (3)

Global parameters were defined on the basis of mul-
tifractal dimensions D(q) of the parametrised Renyi’s
entropy: Iq(ε) (Zmeskal et al., 2013):

D(q) = lim
ε→0

−Iq(ε)
ln ε (4)

for q 6= 1. This exponent was approximated by using
the dependence:

D(q) ∼ τ(q)
q − 1 . (5)

The algorithm of determining local and global pa-
rameters of the time series on the basis of the gener-
alised Hurst exponent is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Algorithm of determining local and global parame-
ters of the noise signal.

3. Rattle noise modelling in multifractal domain

Confirmation of the multifractal nature of signals
constitutes the multifractality level, determined by the
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singularity span of the highest and the smallest reg-
ularity exponents of the observed signal. The exis-
tence of the individual singularity indicates monofrac-
tality of the tested system. Characteristic values cor-
responding to various q orders can be shown, when
analysing multifractal dimensions of the time series
entropy. For q = 1 the informative dimension, being
in accordance with the Shannon entropy definition, is
obtained. When q = 2, the fractal dimension value
is called the correlation dimension of the time series.
It expresses the probability of finding a pair of points
of the phase attractor, reconstructed on the time series
base, at the distance smaller than the determined one.

Multifractal spectra f(h) of the tested noise signals,
obtained due to the algorithm realisation are shown in
Fig. 4, while corresponding to them multifractal expo-
nents of entropy are shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Multifractal spectra of the vehicle diesel engine rat-
tle noise.

Fig. 5. Multifractal entropy dimensions of the vehicle diesel
engine rattle noise.

From the point of view of the comparative analysis
of the tested noise signals multifractal entropy dimen-
sions of higher orders, |q| > 10, have much better infor-
mation value. Reny’s entropy parametrised by means
of the parameter q � 0 exposes the most probable

events, and when q � 0 it refers to rare events, form-
ing tails of the probability density distributions.

The probability density functions PDF of both
compared noise time series are shown in Fig. 6.

a)

b)

Fig. 6. PDF of tested diesel engine signals: a) low rattle
noise, b) high rattle noise.

A divergence of empirical distributions from the
normal one is clearly visible for the high rattle noise
signal. Verification of adjusting the model of alpha-
stable empirical distributions was performed by means
of the Anderson–Darling test at the significance level
0.05 (after the preliminary graphic assessment). Mod-
elling of heavy-tailed data enable stable distributions,
which require four parameters for their complete de-
scription (Borak et al., 2005; Nolan, 2015; Żak
et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2013):

• stability index α ∈ (0, 2],

• skewness parameter β ∈ [−1, 1],

• scale parameter γ > 0,

• location parameter δ ∈ R.

Index α determines heaviness of the distribution
tail. For α = 2, 1, and 0.5 we can obtain the nor-
mal, Cauchy’s and Levy’s distributions, respectively.
Other cases of stable distributions do not have appar-
ent forms of the density function and are defined by
means of the characteristic function being the inversed
Fourier transform of the density function. When α < 2
the distribution describes the asymptotic power rule.
When β = 0 the distribution is symmetric. Scale and
location parameters, γ and δ, are equivalents of the
standard deviation and average value of normal distri-
butions.

There are several methods and algorithms of esti-
mation of index and parameters of alpha-stable distri-
butions on the basis of experimental data. The results
obtained by means of quantile method and the maxi-
mal probability, are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Averaged parameters of alpha–stable distributions
of diesel noise signals.

Low rattle noise High rattle noise
α 2.0000 1.5194
β 0.3439 −0.0039
γ 0.0535 0.0759
δ 5.8 · 10−4 1.6 · 10−4

4. Conclusion

Analyses of multifractal spectra as well as multi-
fractal measures of the Renyi’s entropy of the tested
time series of the noise emitted by the diesel engine
operating in unloaded conditions confirmed the mul-
tifractal nature of the rattle noise signal. Also heavy-
tailed distributions of the probability density are dif-
ferent from the normal form and indicate heavy-tailed
properties, which is an essential source of multifractal-
ity. Defined multifractal parameters can be used for the
estimation of the engine noise level and in the compar-
ison analysis. Simulations of vehicle noises have been
– for many years – indispensable elements of develop-
ments of passive and active systems of reducing the
effects of the vibroacoustic energy propagation.

Further studies will encompass efforts of synthesis-
ing the multifractal reference model that can be used
to assess gear rattle levels in a way that connects with
rating the overall sound quality and human percep-
tion of diesel engines rattle as well as for the purpose
of prediction of the probability of gear rattle phenom-
ena by using the identified multifractal parameters in
the task of diagnosing its constructional, technological,
and maintenance reasons.
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